Materials:

- Piece of cardstock or cardboard
- Scraps of colorful fabric or tissue paper
- Pencil and pen
- Glue stick
- Scissors

Instructions:

1. Trace the template and cut out the outline of Quetzalcóatl or mask.

2. Sketch any details from your favorite Aztec mask or image of Quetzalcóatl as a guide for your mosaic.

3. (Optional, mask) Cut out the holes for your eyes. Then, cut the darts in the cheeks, overlap the two sides, and glue to create a 3d mask.

4. Design your mosaic with fabric or tissue paper. Cut or tear small pieces of fabric or tissue paper. Put down glue on the surface of your project and piece your mosaic together.

5. Draw any details you want on top of your artwork, and you’re done!

Share your creations with us on Instagram @sjmqt or send your image to our Google number (408) 883-0063